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Abstract: The introduction of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in organisations implies an evolution of the
decision making processes. This evolution is analysed on a cognitive and organisational point of view. These processes are analysed
and described. The necessity to cooperate is then shown and we finally underline the fact that new systems must be designed in
order to support the decision making process.
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1. Introduction
[1] has shown that the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) introduction in organisations
obligatory leads to a time fragmentation. He also shows that the information overload is both a source and
a consequence of this overload.
Nevertheless, with the great development of the ICT, the Decision Support Systems become partially usable:
only when the decision makers meet each other. The collaborative work among several actors involved in a
decisional process is reinforced. It becomes then essential to model the cooperation for the collaborative work.
Due to the economic evolution, the decisional processes in organisations present a great evolution. The
reactivity obligation for companies and the technological evolution face the consequences that the
cognitive and organisational decisional processes have been considerably modified.

2. Organisational Decision Making Process
The organisational decisional processes evolve and more actors participate to the decision: the
responsibility and the initiative are more distributed.
On the other side, it is more and more necessary to have a report of activities. A great part of the
managers’ activity aims to imply, motivate a great number of actors concerned by the problem to solve.
Even when the decision is organisationally made by one person, it is rather always prepared by a
collaborative work. The cooperative processes increase and contribute more and more to decisions to
make. Two fundamental conditions of the cooperation are facilitated by this evolution:
-

The interactions are intensified, then the possibilities to establish cooperative behaviours
increase and these cooperative behaviours effectively increase (see [2]; [3]).

-

This exchange increase leads to better know the other actors’ objectives, which also are a
preponderant issue to establish a cooperative behaviour (see [4]).

The organisational context is very present for decision making. It is fully part of the individual decisions
through the actor involvement but also of the collective decisions. The organisational decisions by
definition build up the organisation and at the same time determine its action. In other words, the
decision making is often diffuse in the organisational and collaborative activity. The decision is
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made step by step, circulating in several circles of exchanges among actors. When a decision is
made, by a kind of way, an organisational change of state is operated.
For the collective activity, the way of decision making also is the place of negotiations among involved actors. In
this exchange among actors called by [5] problem setting / problem solving, for which the problem is set until its
easy solving; there is negotiation and confrontation among actors on the way how to set the problem.
This is indeed a strategic action from all points of view that gives several problem settings, especially the
contextual elements having strong relationships with the problem definition and for the
consequences of several choices.
All these issues allow us not only to reconsider our model of decision making, but also to design supports
in another way underlining three points: information overabundance, innovation and design processes
must be reinforced, and finally the choice step of the decision making cognitive process must be made
relative to the introduction of negotiation processes or other collective processes.

3. Cognitive Decision Making Process
The actor in the organisation is in front of a new situation characterised by a large access to information
even information overabundance; a great participation to several processes, meetings of transversal
groups. He then must face the prospect of shortened deadlines of decision making and a set of situations
that often conduct to the cognitive overflow syndrome (see [6]).
Among the cognitive processes, that become very important for managing the new situation, we find the
efficiency selection and the vigilance that it implies. The need to see the efficiency implies a great
involvement of a person in her task but also in the organisation. It is indeed obvious that for an actor,
rapidly feeling what is efficient for the organisation, it implies a shrewd and pregnant consciousness of
the organisation interests, needs and perspectives. The more pertinent is a fact, the lower the cognitive
cost. The vigilance is a willing attitude of the actor that allows him to improve his chances to perceive
pertinent elements in their environment.
In order to perceive the information pertinence and to take the opportunities that they could represent for
the organisation, the actor must fulfil a vigilance function.
Based on these initial issues, we propose to revisit the decision making cognitive process proposed by
Simon, having for hypothesis that the reflexion process of an actor is less than 10th seconds [5]. An
abstract of the previous description would be that the environment evolving very rapidly, each actor is led
to sharpen its own intelligence and vigilance processes. Among the several steps distinguished by [5]
(figure 1), the intelligence step becomes more active and complex, because the environment that must be
taken into account in this step is more complex. The way to apprehend the environment also is modified;
the actor has a pre-eminent role of efficiency research. Instead of research information, in order to not
forget important pieces of information, he must now operate a very rapid outranking in a plethora of
information. The design step also becomes more frequent, because each environment apprehension
implies to measure the efficiency.
The choice step is fundamentally not modified because there really is not a generation of similar
alternatives, a systematic comparison among them and a selection of one of them by rational evaluation
process reasoning, in the very rapid outranking process described behind.
Intelligence
Design

Choice

Review
Figure 1. The revisited decision-making process of [5]
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The cognitive iterative process of decision making is then modified (figure 1): the two first steps are more
often visited that the third one, the return loop from the choice to the intelligence, but also from the design
to the intelligence are reinforced. Several iterations are necessary before the choice step (for more details
on this process see [7]).
The evolution of the organisational and cognitive processes are strongly connected and operate in a
simultaneously, causal and imbricate way.

4. Cooperation Necessity
In organisations, the great majority of decisions are made after an intensive consultation of several actors
but not by individual decision makers working in larger organisations (see [8]). [8] have shown that the
more complex organisations are, the less decisions are made by individual actors. For [9] the decision
making processes in organisations generally imply several actors interacting each others. This interaction
implies the information communication and a shared understanding by decision makers involved in
these processes. They analyse this interaction along three issues: the used knowledge meaning must
be common to every one; an artificial or not agent must have the necessarily authority for regulating
the workloads; then the users must have enough confidence in the used technologies, that eventually
could be seen through several visualisations of shared knowledge.
The participants to a decision making process must join their efforts in order to have a common goal
where they must integrate multiple points of view not necessarily in harmony each others. They must
work together not necessarily at the same place and at the same time. They are engaged in a coordination
effort in order to solve the problem for which they must divide the decision making in several sub-tasks
which will be assigned to individual participants.

5. Groups’ Evolution
Several authors analysed the collective decisional process along several issues without really introduce
the context notion to take into account in the design of tools able to support the decision makers. We
noticed that these analyses are established in several communities and more particularly those of the
social psychology. In this last field, [10] has shown that the group behaviour is difficult to establish a
generic analyse. The work context also must be taken into account. He also shows that it is necessarily to
understand the nature of the task assigned to the group and its characteristics.
[11] analyses the collective decisional process under five dimensions: the group structure, the group roles,
the group processes, the group style and the group norms. This analysis is for us interesting because it
proposes a definition of the context of the group work.
The group structure is defined by several structures linked to the number of persons and the type of the
group: individual, team with a hierarchy notion, and committee with a necessity of consensus among the
group members, group less structured.
The group roles are assigned to one or several persons. Each member of the group can play one or several
roles, which are easy to implement in a Decision Support Systems (user, analyst…).
The group processes used for the decision making could considerably influence it. If the information or
decision making flows circulating are generally well-known, and could be analysed as workflows for
example; the way how the process must emerge is generally not explicit et it could influence the decision
in one or in another way. Must a consensus be raised? If yes, is there a deadline?
The group style is composed by the decision makers’ styles that could influence the process, its behaviour
under several conditions and the decision making outputs quality.
The group norms are certainly the most important dimension. The social psychology of the decision
making is in that sense very important.
It is necessary to be careful to use a common sense among participants; towards the collective or individual
social pressures; towards the gender (balance male, female) and to the prescriptions about the group behaviour,
the personal believes, the potential sanctions that constitute the decision making environment.
Following [12] the shared knowledge building among the group members dynamically arises and is
strongly connected to a context proceduralisation, which is an activation of a general context part of
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the task implemented by interactions among individuals. Otherwise [13] defined a different context
granularity from the decision making or task focus. He shows that the decision making context is
dynamic and changes in accordance with the point of view adopted for the group observation: the group
in itself or several individuals or the project context.
[13] published a case study on the publication of daily and weekly periodicals in Ireland. They have
shown that the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) introduction in this enterprise has
considerably modified the production process improving the enterprise effectiveness.
We analysed this case study through the five dimensions defined by [11].
The group structure is more diffuse, the group is generally constituted in an ad hoc way without a real
formalisation of its structure. The group doesn’t know if it is structured as a team, a committee or in a
hierarchical way.
The group style includes several styles coming from several groups constituting the decision making
group; the group established only for a precise need, the members have not enough time for establishing a
new style to the group. The group style is generally built through a long period.
The norms and the processes of the group become from several different groups and are then mixed
one to each others.
The group roles include several roles coming from different groups, a group member will then create his
own role that could be a mixed of several roles played in the past in other groups.
In other words, we could assume that the context dynamic of decision making influenced by the
introduction of ICT is more reactive and volatile. The cognitive load of decision makers is more
important because they share more information and they must remember more information (for more
details see [14]).

6. New Supports: Cooperative Decision Support Systems
In order to support in a proper way this decisional process, new tools have to be designed. These
systems are generally defined by several authors as frameworks integrating several tools. The main
point of these frameworks is that the system must be able to support dynamically decision-makers by
proposing an “Intelligent” assignment of tasks among the involved actors: decision-makers and
software seen as agents.
[15] has shown that Cooperative Decision Support Systems must be developed. She defined these tools as
frameworks composed by several tools. Therefore, we propose a Cooperative Decision Support
framework. This framework is composed by several packages:
1.

an interpersonal communication management system,

2.

a task management system,

3.

a knowledge management tool,

4.

a dynamical man/machine interactions management tool (for more details see [15]).

7. Conclusion
According to [16] electronic communication has some effects on the group behaviour and she
concludes by:
- An electronic meeting can be used as an ante-meeting to gather information and solicit opinions before a
decision to be made face-to-face;
- Face-to-face decision making probably is the best when a decision requires complex thinking and subtle
multiparty negotiations, and when problems are ill-defined (p. 191).
[17] concludes his study by assuming that: the study of the effectiveness of decision making could be
studied, in order to highlight that too much technologies could generate negative effects, in particular the
decline of consensus and personal participants implication.
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All these effects led us to think that a methodology of Collective DSS use has also to be defined. [17]
concludes his study by assuming that face to face meeting must be planned during all along the group
work, with a sufficient number, by using classical synchronous electronic meeting systems.
We are convinced by the fact that meeting points have to be introduced all along the group decision
making process. This process has to be managed as a classical project and methodologies coming from
project management domain could also be used. The meeting points have the same utility than the
milestones in project management and offer the advantages of the face to face situation.
Our perspective of this work is to develop a methodology of Management for Collective Decision Making
Processes supported by Cooperative Decision Support Systems.
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